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In a rhythmic alphabet chant, all the letters race one another up the coconut tree.
Connect The Dots Coloring Book
Sharpen hand-eye coordination and fine-motor skills with this fun workbook! Help your little skill seeker build a foundation for academic success.
Little Genius by flipClass is a series of high quality, engaging workbooks for Pre-schoolers/ Pre-K students. Little Genius books series for Pre-K includes
all the multiple topics/concepts a child learns at this age. The books are prepared by expert teachers and experienced academicians. The books are packed
with plenty of learning activities to make learning fun and interactive. 'Learning ABCs’ introduces the child to the fascinating world of English
alphabet. The book starts with writing simple patterns, then complex patterns and finally moves to alphabet and related words. All concepts are also
revised frequently. Learning outcomes of this workbook: a. Child will identify uppercase and lowercase letters, b. Child will be able to write uppercase
and lowercase letters and c. Child will be able to identify simple objects that begin with the letters. All pages are highly illustrative to keep your child
interested and engaged. These activities also help reinforce this learning in your child. Happy Learning.
Cars Activity Book for Kids
The Complete Book of the Alphabet, Grades PK - 1
A-Z Alphabet Activity Book for Kids Ages 4-8
Alphabet Fun
My First Dot-To-Dot
How Children Learn
Ages 3 to 6 - Alphabet Fun-Schooling Journal
This fun lettering workbook will teach your child the basics of hand lettering and calligraphy for kids using traceable worksheets and repetition. Your child
can master the basics of calligraphy alphabets through letter repetition, then build more skills with the nine fun creative projects in this cute kids' lettering
book. Learn to Letter with Luna the Llama will improve your child's handwriting skills and help them creatively express themselves on homemade crafts,
cards, school notebooks, and more! With this creative lettering for kids book, your child can: Learn to letter the lower and uppercase alphabets using six
different styles Master techniques to connect letters and mix and match styles Add flourishes or doodles to make your letters look even more fun Created by
author Chalkfulloflove--whose Hand Lettering 101 has sold over 200,000 copies to teach hand lettering to adults--this book adapts her trademark techniques
for your little letterers! After all, why should grown ups have all the fun?
You can help your child identify the alphabet on sight with the help of hands-on exercises like connect the dots. Connect the dots are easy to do exercise that
your preschooler will surely find entertaining. Not only will your child's ability to identify letters increase, it will also boost hand control and concentration.
Encourage your child to color the connected letters, too. Grab a copy today.
Your pre-schooler will love this dot-to-dot coloring book! Looking for a fun book that will both entertain and teach your child at the same time? Then keep
reading because this book will help them get there, from dot, to dot, to dot... This coloring book contains 30 awesome dot-to-dot designs. These don't only
teach your kids the alphabet, but also provide hours of entertainment! Combining fun activities with education proves to be a great confidence booster, and
one of the most effective learning techniques. Inside, you and your little one will discover: 30 unique designs on fun topics ranging from activities like
football and horseback riding, to birthday parties! Dot-to-dot designs that increase in difficulty as you get further into the book. Sequential learning by
splitting up letter groups into steps. The first group of dot-to-dots are A-E, then A-J, etc. This helps little ones gain confidence and enjoy learning the
alphabet all the way from A to Z! Perfectly sized pages to cut out and color in. A great book to take with on trips for immediate fun anywhere! Activities to
increase hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills. Hours of fun for ages 5 and up! Ready to start connecting some dots? Then let's get started by scrolling
up and hitting "Add to Cart".
Presents pictures, mazes, and related activities for each letter of the alphabet. Also includes suggestions for parents to help teach the alphabet.
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom
Alphabet Dot to Dot Dinosaurs
Teaches Tracing, Strokes, Uppercase and Lowercase Letters and Alphabet Activities to Pre-Schooler (3-5 years)
Dot-to-Dot Activities for Learning
Alphabet Recognition, Uppercase Letters, Lowercase Letters, Writing Letters
145 Pages of Fun Never Bored, with Illustrates Makes Learning Easy and Fun, My First Book
Fun with ABC

Give your child all the practice they need to start writing! Are you looking for a quality letter tracing workbook?
Do you want your child to learn how to write effortlessly while having fun? Then you will love ABC Letter Tracing
for Preschoolers. This fun book is the perfect start for any child to learn how to write all the letters from the
English alphabet (both uppercase and lowercase). ABC Letter Tracing for Preschoolers Features: The book
consists of 4 parts: I: Getting Ready - Your child will begin with training their hand control by tracing straight
and curve lines. II: Tracing Letters - 52 letter tracing worksheets for each uppercase and lowercase letter will
guide your child one stroke at a time. Cute and fun illustrations accompany each page to help kids recognize and
memorize all the letters from the alphabet. III: Tracing Words - This part will help children master their writing
skills and learn to recognize and form whole words. IV: Free Practice - Pages with blank lines for free practice.
Age specifications: This early learning activity book is geared to boys and girls aged from 3 to 5 years old but it
is suitable for any child who shows interest in writing. ABC Letter Tracing for Preschoolers is a letter tracing
workbook offering essential writing practice for preschool and kindergarten. Your child will love it! Gift it to your
kids and set them up for school success.
LARGE Dot to Dot Drawings For Kids! Numbers & Alphabet Fun to and easy to follow the dots, learn the
numbers and ABC. LARGE images, EASY to follow, EASY to trace with markers and crayons - FUN to use. In
THIS book you get ONE IMAGE PER PAGE, so your kids can use their pens or markers to use this book, without
the colors bleeding into other pages. This coloring book is for kindergarten and school boys and girls alike. Cute
Animals, Birds, Fish is perfect coloring activity book for young ages 4-6. Fun way for kids to learn the 1-10, 1-30
numbers and ABC.
In these simple and cute pictures, children don't follow the numbers to connect the dots; they follow letters
instead. It's easy, it's instructive, and it's enjoyable to watch a bunny with a kite, a child on a life-size toy train,
and a zebra on a wagon come into view; and when it's done, youngsters can color in the entire picture however
they please.
A social-emotional concept picture book that teaches readers the power of setting intentions and embracing
mindfulness in our everyday. Appreciate art, become brave, and choose compassion. Pairing big ideas like
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generosity, respect, and joy with the letters of the alphabet, Letters to Live By is a beautiful picture book that
encourages children to make the most of each day and leave their mark on the world.
An Alphabet Book with Intention
Connect the Dots for Kids Ages 3-5, Learning the Alphabet for Preschoolers
Alphabet Master - A to Z Connect the Dots Activity Book
Learning ABCs: Pre Kindergarten Workbooks (Little Genius Series)
My First Alphabet Dot-To-Dot
Book & CD
Alphabet Dot-to-Dot Book for Kids
Now learning the ABCs is quicker with"€"stickers ‚Trace Q. Then write Q. Then place the stickers that show
the Q sound, like Quarter and Queen. Stickers are fun Especially stickers that plug into each activity to
complete the exercises and playfully help develop readiness skills. This unique method of learning teaches
skills like how to recognize and print letters, identify beginning sounds, match pictures to words, and review
alphabetical order, which builds an important foundation for reading. And with this Alphabet Stickers
Workbook from the Stuck on Learning ‚ series, it's all cleverly disguised as enjoyable sticker play designed to
prepare your child for elementary school. There are also colorful reward stickers that reward your child over
and over for a job well done. And when he or she completes the book, a full-page Certificate of Achievement
awaits. As your child traces, outlines, and works through this workbook, he or she will be developing those
essential skills needed for future success in school. Get your child stuck on learning
How would you convince a little learner to sit down and study? You feed him/her with the right resources, of
course! Learning the alphabet is made more fun and engaging through connect the dots. With this activity,
your child's writing skills will greatly improve, as well as his/her familiarization with how each letter is written.
It's a good book that your child deserves to have. Grab a copy today!
Fun Easter Dot to Dot Book for Kids More than 50 Easter-themed puzzles from easy to advanced Entertaining
and educational dot-to-dot puzzle book. Improve number skills and hand-eye coordination while revealing
hidden pictures. This dot to dot puzzle book is an activity book your kids will love. Includes Easter bunnies,
baskets, flowers, eggs, and more! Includes 40 Easter dot to dots ranging from 1-10 to 1-60+, some puzzles
include letters of the alphabet. This connect the dots puzzle book is for ages 4-10 who enjoy connect the dots
puzzles. This connect the dots book features: 40 educational and entertaining puzzles Large 8.5 x 11 size
Printed on bright white, 60 lb stock Durable cover Printed in the USA
Learn the basics at home or on the go with just one page of activities each day! Sylvan Learning's Pre-K Page
Per Day: Letters uses engaging games and activities to help children become familiar with alphabet basics,
including: · Alphabet Recognition · Uppercase Letters · Lowercase Letters · Writing Letters Students develop
number recognition skills while they complete fun activities, such as: · Following clear instructions to learn
how to write each letter through tracing exercises · Singing letter-of-the-day songs to familiar tunes such as
"Bingo" and "Wheels on the Bus" · Making letter art from everyday objects, such as an "M" out of two pairs of
pants or an "N" from three pencils · And much more! With perforated pages that can easily be removed for
short, portable lessons, Pre-K Page Per Day: Letters will help give your child daily exposure to activities that
are both fun and educational! ***** Why Sylvan Products Work ***** Sylvan Learning Workbooks won a
National Parenting Publications Awards (NAPPA) Honors Award as a top book series for children in the
elementary-aged category. NAPPA is the nation’s most comprehensive awards program for children’s products
and parenting resources and has been critically reviewing products since 1990. The Award recognizes Sylvan
Learning Workbooks as some of the most innovative and useful products geared to parents. Sylvan's proven
system inspires kids to learn and has helped children nationwide catch up, keep up, and get ahead in school.
Sylvan has been a trusted partner for parents for thirty years and has based their supplemental education
success on programs developed through a focus on the highest educational standards and detailed research.
Sylvan’s line of educational products equips families with fun, effective, and grade-appropriate learning tools.
Our workbooks and learning kits feature activities, stories, and games to reinforce the skills children need to
develop and achieve their academic potential. Students will reap the rewards of improved confidence and a
newfound love of learning.
Kids Activity Book Learn Write, Mazes, Letters Search, Connect the Dots, Coloring, Pictures Puzzles and More
Animal Alphabet Follow-the-Dots
A Christmas Themed Alphabet Dot to Dot Exercise Activity Book for Learning Letter Order for Kids in
Kindergarten, Preschoolers, Toddlers
A Fun Book to Practice Writing for Kids Ages 3-5
An Interactive Children's Workbook on the Art of Hand Lettering
Themeless Edition - Reading Book for Preschool Children's Reading & Writing Books
Informative activity book contains 28 delightful "coded riddle," "find the word," "follow the dots," and other fun coloring puzzles that will help your child
learn to read and spell. Free Teacher's Manual available. Grades: 1–2.
Hey little one! Can you connect the dots starting from number one? This interactive workbook will encourage counting skills and number recognition. It
will also boost the ability to identify letters and write them correctly. Of course, the element of coloring should never be left behind! Secure a copy of this
workbook and let your preschooler enjoy every page!
100 Fun and Creative Activities to help young children learn how to write letters and understand each sound. SALE Normal Price $15.50 New Year's Sale!
Sale ends January 30! 100 interesting and inspiring activities for active and curious children, ages 3 to 6.By the makers of Dyslexia Games. For preschool or
homeschooling. Keep your little one busy while learning to write every letter in the alphabet. Enjoy step by step letter writing lessons and creative coloring
pages that help children learn the sounds associated with each letter. Little ones will also learn to spell simple words! Discover more fun-schooling books at
www.FunSchoolingBooks.com
GRADES PK–1: With age-appropriate activities, this beginning alphabet workbook helps children build knowledge and skills for a solid foundation in
letters and sounds of the alphabet. INCLUDES: This alphabet workbook for kids features easy-to-follow instructions and practice on key topics such as
letter recognition, printing letters and words, letter sounds, and much more! ENGAGING: This letters-based workbook features colorful photographs and
illustrations with fun, focused activities to entertain children while they grasp concepts and skills for success. HOMESCHOOL FRIENDLY: This
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elementary workbook for kids is a great learning resource for at home or in the classroom and allows parents to supplement their children's learning in the
areas they need it most. WHY CARSON DELLOSA: Founded by two teachers more than 40 years ago, Carson Dellosa believes that education is
everywhere and is passionate about making products that inspire life's learning moments.
Practice the Alphabet and Count to 100
Fun in Learning Alphabet
A Fun Kid Workbook Featuring Cars and Truck Games for Learning, Coloring, Dot to Dot, Word Search and More! ( an Ultimate Fun Activity)
Connect the Matching Images, Connect the Dots, Sight Word Worksheets, Match the Shapes, Kids Coloring Activity Books
Abc Dot-to-dot
Learn to Letter with Luna the Llama
Connect The Dots Puzzles For Fun And Learning Perfect Gift For Christmas Or Birthday For Girls And Boys
Connect the Dots Numbers + ABC Letters Workbook for Kids Ages 5-7Connecting Dot to Dot 1-10, 1-30, A-B-C, Get Ready to
School Activity for Children
Shows children using their bodies to make the shape of each letter of the alphabet.
** CAR ACTIVITY BOOK FOR KIDS ** LEARNING IS FUN! ** CONNECT THE DOTS, COLORING, WORD WRITING AND MORE!Fun
Activity Book for Kids! Lots of different activities including dot to dot, tracing, coloring, and more! KEEP YOUR KIDS BUSY,
ENTERTAINED, AND HAVING FUN WHILE THEY LEARN. Filled with many types of activities it will stimulate the brain, inspire
creativity, and develop fine-motor skills.This book is a perfect workbook for kids aged 2-6 who want to COLOR, LEARN TO WRITE,
PRACTICE DRAWING, TRACE, COUNT, AND BE CREATIVE. Suitable for both boys and girls, this activity book makes a great travel
book or vacation workbook. It can also be taken on long car rides to pass the time. MAKES A GREAT GIFT FOR KIDS! ** THIS
CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOK FEATURES: * A big variety of activities * Connect the dots, tracing, picture analyzing, numbers,
coloring * High-resolution printing
There's an order that your child will need to follow when connecting dots. That order is like counting from 1 to 10. It's interesting to
note that this activity provides an alternative yet possibly more effective means of number mastery. Plus, it's really fun to do, too!
So what are you waiting for? Get your child started on connect the dots tod
School Zone - Dot-To-Dots Alphabet Workbook - Ages 2 to 6, Preschool to Kindergarten, Connect the Dots, Letters ABCs,
Alphabetical Order, and More (School Zone Activity Zone Workbook)
ABC Letter Tracing for Preschoolers
Christmas Alphabet Dot-To-Dot
Dot-To-Dot Alphabet - Learn Your ABC's Coloring Workbook
Dot to Dot Book for Kids
Little Skill Seekers: Alphabet Connect the Dots
Preschool And Kindergarten .100 Pages Fun Learning For Preschoolers

Christmas Alphabet Dot - To - Dot - Fun And Education For Kids!A perfect Christmas gift for kids! Help your little ones
celebrate Christmas with this adorable Activity Book that is perfect for little hands. About this book: - A fun activity pages
for tracing letters and coloring - Printed on high quality solid white paper - Easily write with crayons, colored pencils or
colored pens - Printed single side for no bleeded through Put a SMILE on your children's face! Scroll up and BUY NOW!
If you are looking for a book for your toddler to learn about words and number, this is the one to get! This 3 in 1 book
teaches your kids to count numbers and diversify their vocabulary by learning new words, all this in a fun way by coloring
different high quality images. You can use this book as a parallel activity with the kids homework or even to prepare to
their first day of school. The pages of the book are made with great attention to details and printed on high quality paper
and premium cover design, and is perfectly sized at (8,5 x11). 100 pages. What you will find inside the book: Numbers,
Letters, Connect the dots And More. This book is suitable for toddlers and kids between 3 to 5 years old.
Make learning ABCs and improving writing skills fun with this Alphabet Dot-to-Dot Book for Kids! Entertaining and
educational connect the dots puzzle book. Learn letter recognition and improve fine-motor skills and hand-eye
coordination while revealing hidden pictures. Includes a large variety of fun designs. This connect the dots puzzle book is
for ages 4-8, preschoolers, and kindergarten.
From the preface by Deborah Meier: "We have a long way to go to make John Holt's dream available to all children. But
his books make it possible and easier for many of us to join him in the journey." In this enduring classic, rich with deep,
original insight into the nature of early learning, John Holt was the first to make clear that, for small children, "learning is
as natural as breathing." In his delightful book he observes how children actually learn to talk, to read, to count, and to
reason, and how, as adults, we can best encourage these natural abilities in our children.
Fun with Alphabets Connect the Dots
100 Activities - Color, Write and Draw
P-k
ABC Connect The Dots
Alphabet Dot to Dot
Connecting Dot to Dot 1-10, 1-30, A-B-C, Get Ready to School Activity for Children
Over 50 Fantastic Puzzles
This book is perfect for your son or daughter! He immediately started working in the workbook! With
schools closed for the rest of the semester, this will make you go in search of some home education! A
wonderful educational book with a lot of fun activities that make your children enjoy it! This workbook has it
all. It is well worth the money. Deals with shapes, counting, color and draw the line to connect the matching
images, connect the dots from A to Z, alphabet dot to dot, sight word worksheets, logic, etc. If you can only
get one, this is it. My Preschool Activity Workbook Coloring Book helps children ages 3+ practice
fundamental concepts like reading and counting while they color. This book is a great source for entertaining
your children while playing! They will love him very much. Quality is very good as well.
ABC Connect The Dots Workbook Ages 3-5: 8.5" by 11"56 pages notebook for learning alphabet. This 56
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page handwriting workbook features: 8.5" by 11" 56 white-colored exercise pages Lettering exercise from az. Fun christmas themed alphabet art Blank pages after each letter to avoid bleed A cute and fun designed
cover page A matte-finish cover for an elegant, professional look and feel. Great for christmas and holiday
gift Perfect Sized book for kids: 8.5 x 11 Inches
In this little book, kids will learn which animal likes to roam and which calls the sea his special home. Fiftynine puzzles help them learn the alphabet as you're introduced to a gorilla, cow, horse, goat, turtle, frog,
whale, and 52 other animals. Solutions included.
This fun activity book helps children use muscle control to learn letter writing and tracing, connect lines with
dot to dot fun activities, solve mazes for puzzle and motor skills. Features include: Fun colorful quality matte
cover Mazes, Connect the Dots, Word Search and More Includes solutions to the more complex puzzles 8-1/2
X 11 inches, with 100 quality white pages (includes 25 bonus handwriting practice pages More than 50 fun
activities to keep kids entertained
Mazes, Word Search, Dot to Dot, Connect the Dots, Coloring Pages, A-Z Alphabet Handwriting Letter
Practice, Line and Letter Tracing, Bonus Handwriting Practice Pages
Connect the Dots Puzzles for Fun and Learning
Pre-K Page Per Day: Letters
Fun Connect The Dots For Ages 5 and Up
Christmas Edition Alphabet Coloring Book & Dot To Dot Activity Book For Kids
Making Letters with Your Body
ABC Activity Books
Learning Is Fun! Fun Activity Book for Kids! Lots of different activities including mazes, dot to dot, tracing, coloring, and
more! Keep your kids busy, entertained, and having fun while they learn. Filled with many types of activities it will
stimulate the brain, inspire creativity, and develop fine-motor skills.
Youngsters will enjoy connecting the dots even as they practice answering fun questions, coloring pictures, alphabet
sequencing in upper and lower case, and more. This book offers hours of age-appropriate fun to kids that are just
starting to enjoy thinking through problems and finding answers all by themselves.
Young kids will enjoy tracing over dots, connecting them, and revealing a colorful picture with these fantastic throwdowns that have them answering questions, writing words, counting items, and solving problems.
40 DOT to DOT Alphabet pages including DINOSAURS and PREHISTORIC SPECIES What's inside? * Educational and fun
dot-to-dot activities and coloring pages, * The sequence of letters is at the top of the page for reference so little ones can
check while they learn, * 40 enjoyable dot to dot puzzles teach kids the alphabet, upper- and lowercase letters, * Book
teaches childrenabout letters as they connect the dots and reveal hidden images that they can color, * Fun and
challenging book for preschoolers will provide enjoymentand learning. For home or travel. Slim and portable, perfect for
on-the-go learning, * Printed on high-quality, pure white paper. TIP FROM PUBLISHER Try put the pages into plastic
sleeves and use magic markers to connect the dots. Than wipe the pages clean with alcohol, and pull out the binder and
do them again next visit.
Connect the Dots Alphabet - Mix Theme Edition - Workbook for Preschoolers Children's Activities, Crafts & Games
Books
Connect the Dots Numbers + ABC Letters Workbook for Kids Ages 5-7
Letters to Live By
Fun and Learning !! Connect the Dots Picture Puzzle and Coloring Page with Practice the Alphabet and Count
Complete Book of the Alphabet, Grades Preschool - 1
Connect The Dots Coloring Book
Alphabets And Numbers For Toddlers
ABC Connect The Dots Activity Book ABC Connect The Dots is a perfect book for toddlers and kids
in any age. It has alphabet pictures to connect dot to dot & color with Christmas and Santa
Claus theme. Every picture is placed on a new sheet. it develops observational skills &
creativity. It is also so much fun! Inside The Book You Will Find: 57 pages whole alphabet
pictures for connecting dots & coloring Many relaxing designs & a lot of fun Can You Connect
Them All? Books from Riddle World Co are perfect gifts for kids and toddlers in any age! We
have plenty of books and you will undoubtedly find the perfect one which can be a unique gift
for your kids. Choose one of our different and exciting graphic projects and suprise everyone
around you!
Learning Letters and Numbers--As Easy as Connecting the Dots Dot to Dot Activities for Learning
makes learning fun for kids ages 3-5. Jam-packed with tons of educational puzzles, this book
teaches children about letters and numbers as they connect the dots and reveal hidden images
that they can color. Give your child a scholastic head start while developing their fine motor
skills and concentration at the same time--it's easy and exciting with Dot to Dot Activities
for Learning. Dot to Dot Activities for Learning includes: LEARN BY DOING--Over 40 enjoyable
dot to dot puzzles teach kids the alphabet, upper- and lowercase letters, and how to count to
100 by 1's and 10's. CONFIDENCE BUILDING--Dot to dot puzzles start simple and gradually
increase in difficulty, allowing kids to gain confidence in their abilities. FIVE FUN
THEMES--Farms, outer space, underwater, transportation, and dinosaurs--each set of dot to dot
puzzles has its own theme that kids will enjoy discovering. Help kids connect-the-dots on
letters and numbers with Dot to Dot Activities for Learning.
The Complete Book of the Alphabet provides 352 pages of fun exercises that guide children from
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writing each letter of the alphabet to recognizing each letter of the alphabet and the sounds
they make! Concepts are reinforced with puzzles and activity pages, and there is also a special
section in the back of the book for parents and educators which includes songs, rhymes, and
activities that further reinforce childrenÕs knowledge of the alphabet. --Over 4 million in
print! Designed by leading experts, books in theÊComplete BookÊseries help children in grades
preschool-6 build a solid foundation in key subject areas for learning success.ÊComplete
BooksÊare the most thorough and comprehensive learning guides available, offering high-interest
lessons to encourage learning and fun, full-color illustrations to spark interest. Each book
also features challenging concepts and activities to motivate independent study, a fun page of
stickers, and a complete answer key to measure performance and guide instruction.
My Preschool Activity Workbook, Abc/123
Fun with Letters Coloring Activity Book
ABC Connect The Dots Workbook Ages 3-5
Alphabet Connect the Dots
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